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Presentation Notes
A fraction of the data management working groups’ members that have contributed to this project.Bruce - Director of Office of Schol Comm at TAMU Libraries and a professor in the department of geology and geophysics at Texas A&M. Santi Thompson - Head of Digital Repository Services at UH Libraries and chair of the Dataverse Implementation Working GroupRyan Steans - Assistant Director of the TDL overseeing techical implementation of Dataverse.Elizabeth - User Experience Lead for the Data Science Group in the Harvard Institute for Quantitative Social Science.



Part 1: 
The Introduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes




“Sound, reproducible scholarship rests upon a foundation of robust, 
accessible data. For this to be so in practice as well as theory, data must 
be accorded due importance in the practice of scholarship and in the 
enduring scholarly record. In other words, data should be considered 
legitimate, citable products of research…”

Data Citation Synthesis Group: Joint Declaration of Data 
Citation Principles. Martone M. (ed.) San Diego CA: 
FORCE11; 2014 https://www.force11.org/datacitation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a moment Bruce will cover in more depth the needs that are driving this project.But will start with an affirmation of this overarching principle, articulated by the Force11 Data Citation Synthesis Group in its Joint Declaration of Data Citation principles: “Sound, reproducible scholarship rests upon a foundation of robust, accessible data. For this to be so in practice as well as theory, data must be accorded due importance in the practice of scholarship and in the enduring scholarly record. In other words, data should be considered legitimate, citable products of research…”This governing belief -- that data should be treated like first-class scholarly objects, and made available and citable for the good of the scholarly enterprise -- is foundational to many of the specific drivers of this project. 

https://www.force11.org/datacitation


TDL Mission Statement
The Texas Digital Library is a 
consortium of Texas higher 
education institutions that builds 
capacity for preserving, managing, 
and providing access to unique 
digital collections of enduring 
value.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Texas Digital Library has since its inception, supported greater access to scholarly communication through a number of hosted services; infrastructure support for open data is a natural extension of its mission to increase access to scholarly work, thus enhancing research efforts and researcher recognition.And indeed, in the past several years, our members have consistently expressed their need for support from TDL in providing infrastructure and services for research data management.



Step 1: Put our heads together 
TDL Data Management Working Group

Charge:  Help the TDL determine what kinds of data 
management services it could provide at a consortial 
level.

Develop criteria 
Evaluate proposed projects
Investigate issues
Document findings
Make recommendations for services

Maria Esteva (TACC); Colleen 
Lyon (UT Austin); Jeremy 
Donald (Trinity); Martha 
Buckbee (UT Southwestern); 
Christie Peters, Santi 
Thompson (UH);  Kristi Park,  
Ryan Steans (TDL)

Bruce 
Herbert, 
Texas 
A&M 
(Chair)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get ourselves started, we do what we often do at TDL: We put our heads together, in the form of a working group, to explore possibilities for consortial services for RDM.Members of the group: Bruce Herbert, PhD (Chair), Texas A&M Libraries; Martha Buckbee, UT Southwestern Medical Library; Jeremy Donald, Trinity University; Maria Esteva, PhD, Texas Advanced Computing Center; Colleen Lyon, UT Austin; Christie Peters, University of Houston Libraries;  Kristi Park, Texas Digital Library;  Ryan Steans, Texas Digital Library; Santi Thompson, University of Houston Libraries.Its objectives included:Articulating criteria for selecting pilot projectsEvaluating proposed projects based on that criteriaSelecting no more than three projects to implementInvestigating issues related to storage and accessibility of data setsDocumenting findings and recommendations for services



TDL Data M
anagem

ent 
W

orking Group Report
... Dataverse provides the best combination of system 

performance and robustness, user ease, platform 
scalability, and an active open source community that 
responds to the evolving needs of the user community. 

The group recommends that TDL, through its 
membership, adopt Dataverse to facilitate the 
discovery of research data and its associated 

metadata. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Issued report in August 2015 recommending the implementation of open source Dataverse as a consortial repository service.



Step 2: Make it happen

TDL Dataverse Implementation Working 
Group

Santi Thompson 
(Chair)

Members; Denyse Rodgers (Baylor); Bruce Herbert, Sean Buckner, 
Wendi Kaspar, Cecilia Smith (TAMU); Ray Uzwyshyn, Todd Peters
(Texas State); Christopher Starcher (Texas Tech); Jeremy Donald 
(Trinity); Kristi Park, Ryan Steans, Nick Lauland, Laura Waugh (TDL)

Working 
Group 

members

TDL member 
institutionsCharge: Pilot test, assess, and launch a consortial 

repository for research data archiving and management.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Formed as a direct result of the previous group’s recommendations, the TDL Dataverse Implementation Working Group began in September 2015 to address all aspects of building a consortial data repository, including policies and workflows, technology implementation, business/funding model, metadata, and outreach.This has been a big effort involving much individual and institutional support -- not all of it represented here by these numbers.Later on, Santi will be talking in some depth about the work of these two groups, including the pilot testing just completed earlier this month. So I’ll just conclude here by saying that our hope is that by working together across institutions, with greater resources available through our collective effort, a consortial implementation will break through the paralysis felt at many individual institutions and provide services at a lower cost per institution. 



Part 2: 
The Need



The Fourth Paradigm: 

Data-Intensive Scientific 
Discovery
“Jim Gray described his vision of the fourth 
paradigm of scientific research. 

He outlined a two-part plea for the funding of tools 
for data capture, curation, and analysis, and for 
a communication and publication 
infrastructure. 

He argued for the establishment of modern stores 
for data and documents that are on par with 
traditional libraries.”

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/collaboration/fourthparadigm/



Use Case: Make Research Data Publicly 
Available
Primary Actors: 

PIs of federally funded research

Researchers working on unfunded research or funded research with 
no retention requirements

Graduate students working on theses, dissertations, or other data-
generating projects.



Federal Mandates For Public Access to Research

Publication repositories

Tools to create data 
management plans

TDL Data repository

Workflows, standards, & policies
http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2013/02/22/expanding-
public-access-results-federally-funded-research

The Library Supports:



Open Data

Data Citation

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/arti
cle?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0000

308

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0000308


ETDs in Institutional Repositories

Co-publish data sets

Vireo ingestion

Links in metadata

Workflows, standards, & policies

Enhance the Impact of our ETDs:



Use Case: Share Data within a Trusted, 
Collaborative Network
Primary Actors: 

Researchers involved in collaborative teams or networks



Wuchty et al. (2007). Science 
316(5827): 1036-1039. 

Impact of Team 
Collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The model assumes that each lead author forms a core team through a Poisson process.Extended teams arise from core teams by adding new members in proportion to the productivity of the team. This process of cumulative advantage leads to the appearance of the power-law component of large teams at later times.



Collaboration Across Institutions

Jones et al. (2008). Science 322: 1259-1262. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The model assumes that each lead author forms a core team through a Poisson process.Extended teams arise from core teams by adding new members in proportion to the productivity of the team. This process of cumulative advantage leads to the appearance of the power-law component of large teams at later times.



Use Case: Seek Data to (Re)Use
Primary Actors: 

Researcher is interested in conducting a meta study reusing data 
developed in earlier studies 

Public using data for personal needs

Organizations seeking data for their needs.



Open Data

Open Sharing of the Paper and the Data

https://peerj.com/articles/182/#su
pplemental-information

https://peerj.com/articles/182/#supplemental-information


Open Data
Open Sharing of the 
Paper and the Data

http://dinosaurjoe.org/joes-bones/digital-joe/joes-
skull-reconstruction/

http://dinosaurjoe.org/joes-bones/digital-joe/joes-skull-reconstruction/


Part 3:
The Design



Researcher Use Cases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Bruce mentioned, the Data Management Working Group identified three use cases for a repository dedicated to research data. These use cases define the scope, workflows, technology requirements, and necessary policies	



View Full Evaluation Matrix

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The group translated the needs outlined in the Researcher Use Cases into discrete, measurable requirements for use in evaluating potential technology platforms. This work resulted in an Evaluation Matrix. Four categories/functions:IngestAccessProcessingCurationTesting. The committee performed testing in two phases: a first phase to determine what was possible in each system and to ensure that the systems were optimally configured for the testing criteriaa second final evaluation phase to rate each system using the Evaluation Matrix.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/14epVfLNP0mRS4Q9qbG3T2qPl_hzZ841clwVJLC9rXUg/edit?usp=sharing


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why dataverse? Put simply, because it meets many of our criteria for implementing a consortial data repository, including Simple ingest workflow for researchersAbility to share with trusted group of researchers prior to publicationCreation of DOIs for data citationAbility to control branding Helps researchers fulfill Data Management Plan requirementsComes with an active open source community led by Harvard that assures us that this will be a sustainable platform over the coming years.



Policy

TDL Dataverse Implementation Working Group
Policy and Governance

• Sean Buckner
• Santi Thompson
• Ray Uzwyshyn

Workflows and Outreach
• Jeremy Donald
• Wendi Kaspar
• Cecilia Smith
• Chris Starcher

Budget/Business Model
• Bruce Herbert
• Kristi Park
• Ryan Steans
• Santi Thompson

Technical Configuration
• Nick Lauland
• Todd Peters
• Denyse Rodgers
• Ryan Steans

Marketing and Coordinator Extraordinaire: Laura Waugh

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Kristi mentioned, the selection of Dataverse ended one working group and began another, the implementation working group.To prepare for the pilot, the group organized into four subgroups



Policy and Governance

Internal and external policies 
creation

Icon im
age from

 the “Basic Applications” icon set.
http://w

w
w

.flaticon.com
/packs/basic-application.

Designed by Freepik.w
w

w
.freepik.com

. U
sed under license.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internal policies:Collection developmentData submissionMetadataDigital preservationAccess and useInformation securityInstitutional terms of useExternal policies:General terms of usePrivacy policyCommunity normsData usage agreementDigital preservation and security

http://www.flaticon.com/packs/basic-application
http://www.freepik.com/


Workflows and Outreach

Develop and test workflows for 
researchers and librarians

Icon im
age from

 the “Basic Applications” icon set.
http://w

w
w

.flaticon.com
/packs/basic-application.

Designed by Freepik.w
w

w
.freepik.com

. U
sed under license.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workflows and OutreachDevelop workflow for researchersDevelop workflow for librarians

http://www.flaticon.com/packs/basic-application
http://www.freepik.com/


Budget and Business Model

Assess costs and identify potential 
funding models

Icon im
age from

 the “Basic Applications” icon set.
http://w

w
w

.flaticon.com
/packs/basic-application.

Designed by Freepik.w
w

w
.freepik.com

. U
sed under license.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Budget and Business ModelGather data on costsInvestigate funding modelsIdentify external funding sourcesCreate funding scenariosDevelop cost assessment plan for pilot

http://www.flaticon.com/packs/basic-application
http://www.freepik.com/


Setup, configure, and test system 
and its features 

Technical Configuration

Icon im
age from

 the “Basic Applications” icon set.
http://w

w
w

.flaticon.com
/packs/basic-application.

Designed by Freepik.w
w

w
.freepik.com

. U
sed under license.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technical ConfigurationInitial setupAccess configurationProfile managementSpecial configurationsSecurity and backup

http://www.flaticon.com/packs/basic-application
http://www.freepik.com/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
The work of each group has led up to our pilot project: The Texas Research Data RepositoryPreparationIRB Approval across multiple institutionsUser Guide: https://tdl.org/dataverse/user-guide About: http://tdl.org/dataverse Licensing: http://tdl.org/dataverse/licensing Policies: http://tdl.org/dataverse/policies FAQs: https://tdl.org/dataverse/pilot-project-faq/ Metadata Dictionary: https://tdl.org/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2016/04/TexasResearchDataRepositoryMetadataDictionary.pdf Promotional Flyer: https://tdl.org/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2016/03/Dataverse-Flyer.pdf Production Server: http://dataverse-prod.tdl.org  ParticipantsResearchers: 19Liaison Librarians: 8Represented by 8 different institutionsTimelineApril 11 to May 9, 2016



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Pilot Project asked participants to complete a series of tasks, categorized as either Required or Optional. Required tasks included key steps in submitting, describing, and making research data accessible in the repository.Optional tasks allowed participants to complete tasks that could enhance a dataset and the repository, including the creation of multiple versions of a datasetusing built in functionality to visualize some types of datasetsand adding institutional logos to brand your dataverse environment.Upon completion of the required and any optional tasks, participants completed a pilot project survey.



Pilot Survey Demographics
Type of Respondent Participation Percentage

Researchers 31%

Librarians 69%

Overall Rate of: %

Response 59%

Completion 89%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Survey respondents were essentially 1/3 faculty respondents(5), 2/3 librarian (11).Response rate: 27 solicited, 16 received = 59% response rateCompletion rate: 18 started, 16 finished = 89% completion rateA variety of academic disciplines were represented from Physics and Geosciences to Statistics to Retail Management and Archeology.   Library positions involved both digital libraries and traditional subject librarian support.



Completing Required Tasks
Answer %

Create a user account 100%

Create a Dataverse (i.e., collection) 88%

Upload at least one dataset 100%

Provide metadata information for dataset(s) 100%

Publish dataset(s) 94%

Download a dataset 100%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There was a very high completion rate of the essential Dataverse tasks (88-100%) Indicates a higher degree of functionality of the tool for core tasks.  People had a bit of a problem with how to create a Dataverse (2) and perhaps this could be articulated better (foregrounded in the documentation).



Completing Optional Tasks
Answer %

Utilize the mapping analysis tool 17%

Utilize the statistical analysis tool 33%

Request access to a restricted dataset 17%

Utilize versioning of data 17%

Turn on the Guestbook feature in Dataverse 50%

Add a logo to the Dataverse instance that you created 17%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General ability to carry out optional tasks by participants was very low.  Perhaps more documentation or usability needed here but time constraints were also cited in comments. Several comments indicated that the statistical tool and mapping tools were difficult to use. We may need to better articulate the purpose and functionality of these tools.



Meet Disciplinary Data Needs?
Answer %

Extremely well 13%

Very well 56%

Moderately well 6%

Slightly well 25%

Not well at all 0%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked participants how well did the Texas Research Data Repository meet the needs of data in your discipline?75% of applicants felt that the data repository met the needs of data from extremely well to moderately well.  25% only thought it managed these needs slightly well, with 0% at not well at all.  The data repository in general meets needs.



Future Repository Services?
Answer %

Assistance describing data 40%

Assistance setting up a location in the repository for research 
projects

20%

Assistance finding data in the repository for reuse 20%

Assistance managing data prior to submitting it to the repository 47%

Assistance applying digital preservation best practices with 
research data

53%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also asked participants to provide their input on future actions related to the repository.We asked participants to select the top two services most important to you for a future Texas Research Data Repository? (Select the top 2)Responses all seem to speak to the need for librarians to be intimately involved to help facilitate submission and reuse. 40% of respondents articulated the need of assistance describing data, 47% wished for assistance in setting up a location in the repository for research projects, and 53% asked for assistance in applying digital preservation best practices with research data. 



Future Repository Features?
Answer %

Linking research data with an existing publication 100%

Linking supplemental data with an electronic theses or dissertation 50%

Management of collaborative teams within the data repository 13%

Customizable submission screen with instructions 6%

Development and growth of interdisciplinary research data related to 
Texas geographic regions and topics

13%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked respondents to identify the top two repository features they saw as the most importantAll respondents found the ability to link research data with an existing publication as important (100%) and half valued the ability to link supplemental data with an electronic theses or dissertation (50%).  This will encourage conversation between the Vireo ETD open source submission system and Dataverse



Most Important Benefits?
Answer %

Fulfill federal mandates for sharing publications and research data 56%

Make your research data more widely available 50%

See statistics on downloads and citations of my data 31%

Make my data citeable through the assignment of a DOI (digital object identifier) 44%

Save versions of your dataset 31%

Collecting all my data in one place 63%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We asked participants to identify the four most important benefits of using the repositoryThe top five benefits people saw as to a research repository were collecting all of the data in one place (63%)Fulfilling federal mandates for sharing publications (56%)Making research widely available (50%)Making data citable through a DOI (44%)And a tie in fifth with seeing statistics on downloads and citations (31%)And Saving versions of datasets (31%)



Part 4:
The Benefits



Add Data
Share, publish, and archive

Find Data
Search across disciplines

Get Recognition 
Obtain a citation and unique 
identifier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increase accessibility and re-usability of data…Accelerate the pace of research...and enhance the public goodHelp researchers comply with requirements for making data publicly accessibleSupport research grant-seekers by having infrastructure available at the time of proposalProvide academic libraries with infrastructure to support data curationThe working group will be using this data, in addition to other information collected prior to the pilot, to work on finalizing the repository and the documentation, workflows, and services around it in the coming months, with an anticipated launch of the repository for use by TDL members in the fall (September is the goal).



Part 5:
Texas Research Data Repository Demonstration



What we’ll cover
1. What is a Dataverse versus a Dataset?
2. Uploading Data

a. Creating a Dataverse
b. Creating a Dataset

3. Visualizations
4. Re-Using and Sharing your data



Dataverse and Datasets

● A Dataverse is a home for your research project, your community, etc...  
○You can easily build a Dataverse within a Dataverse (Ex: University Dataverse > Archaeology Dataverse)
○You can stack Dataverses within one another (Ex: University Dataverse > Archaeology Dataverse > Roman 
Archaeology Dataverse) to create sub-sub Dataverses
● Datasets live within a Dataverse - you can associate multiple datasets within a Dataverse (Ex:  

Different dig site datasets from different locations may all be under one Dataverse for a single 
researcher archaeologist)



A Dataverse Demo (Uploading Data)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clicking on this image will take you to Dataverse Dev where you can perform a live demo



Add a New Dataverse (a home for your datasets)



Add Metadata and Settings to your Dataverse

Basic Information

Metadata Fields

Search Facets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This will determine what metadata you will require and use as you upload datasets to your dataverse.  There are basic metadata fields and discipline specific metadata fields.



Now - add a dataset to your Dataverse



First, add Metadata for each dataset

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the basic metadata



Adding data files requires only a simple upload



Your files will appear inside the dataset

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You will have an MD5 checksum for every file uploadedProperly formatted files will be made into viewable using the explore tab



Users can manage Metadata and Terms



Add to and Edit the full Metadata record



Specialized metadata can be expanded



Users can manage Terms of Use



Users may alter their license and terms of access

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those not wishing to use the default CC-0 license, TDL provides additional options for a data usage license to accompany the data.  Researchers may also insist that those wishing to use the data Request Access. 



Publish Data with one button

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Publishing Data is very easy.



You have now published your data!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’ve successfully added a Dataverse and Dataset to the TDL Dataverse



Visualization of Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some properly formatted files, such as .csv, will be transformed upon ingest into a tabular file which can be viewed in TwoRavens, the dataverse visualization tool 



TwoRavens allows users to dynamically view 
data



Maps and Shape Data may work with WorldView



World Map



Reuse of Data via Download



Some files have multiple download options



Easy to share on social media



Citation Options



Part 6:
Upcoming Dataverse Developments



Community & Future Work

Elizabeth Quigley
User Experience Lead



The Dataverse Community

Dataverse 
Community 

Meeting

Biweekly 
Community 

Calls

Community 
& Working 

Groups

Grant Funded 
Collaborations

Dataverse 
Installations

Dataverse 
Advisory 
Board

Universities 
Using 

Harvard 
Dataverse

Code & Issue 
Contributors



Peking University:
● Custom homepage 
● Internationalization 
● EZID Support

Scholars Portal:
● Archivematica Integration
● Internationalization 

Odum Institute at UNC:
● iRods Integration

Dataverse Installations

Harvard:
● Core Development Team
● Support Team
● Birthplace of Dataverse



Dataverse Installations



Future Work

Upcoming 
Releases:

● 4.4: Widgets Updates &  
Remote Authentication

● 4.5: Metadata Harvesting         
& Exporting, Private URL 

Large Data     
Support:

● Streaming social 
sciences data, e.g.-
billions of GeoTweets

● Biomedical large 
scale data (SBGrid 
Repository) 

● Provenance 

● Richer support for file 
level metadata

File Level 
Metadata:

Sensitive Data 
Support:

● Secure Data Storage for 
Harvard Dataverse 
(hosting set up)

● DataTags compliant 
version of Dataverse

Funding Agencies



Welcome to the Dataverse Community!



Questions 
and 
Discussion
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